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The Greenhouse is an opportunity for devising theatre
makers who identify as women to be artistically
supported in the development of a new work. Emerging
practitioners are strongly encouraged to apply.
The Greenhouse is a two-part process which aims to
support directors to find avenues for getting your
work made. It will support and upskill you with tools
to create original, creatively invigorating theatre.
Part One consists of a weekend hui comprising of six
practical workshops with leaders in their field,
covering all aspects of a work development - from
writing funding applications and budgets, to
approaches to set design, physical devising, and
storytelling. This hui will be for a group of 10-15
theatre makers.
Part Two consists of a two-week development workshop
facilitated by Red Leap Theatre, resulting in a
work-in-progress showing. Four productions will be
selected from Part One to go forward to this workshop,
and will be given a $5,000 budget as a contribution
towards costs.
We will encourage connection and collaboration to
unlock the potential of new ideas.

overview
application
The Greenhouse is for women directors of devised
physical theatre.
Directors are asked to apply with an idea for a new
piece of original theatre. This idea would ideally be
in the early stages of development, but we will accept
projects that have already had some workshopping. Both
scripted and non-scripted work will be considered.
10-15 projects will be selected from these
applications to participate in the Part One hui.
Emerging practitioners are encouraged to apply, and we
welcome you to get in touch at any stage for advice on
the application process. We are here to help.
To apply directors need to submit:
- What is the idea? - A one-page written outline of
the project
- How will you approach your idea? - A short visual
treatment including inspiration for tone, design,
theatrical languages
- Who is it for? - A commentary on your audience, and
the intended impacts of the show (500 words)
- How long is the process? - A timeline for the shows
development, outlining when and where you would
ideally premiere the show
- What will the costs be in 2021? - A budget and plan
for the project across the two-week Greenhouse
workshop
- Who is involved? - A current bio/CV for any artists
attached to the project (one page)
Applications due 5pm, 28th June 2021
Email applications to Zoë, zoe@redleaptheatre.co.nz

part one - hui
Saturday July 24 - Sunday July 25 2021
9am - 4.30pm
A weekend hui aimed at upskilling you with practical
and creative tools required to get new work off the
ground and in front of audiences.
The hui will interrogate and clarify your idea,
strengthening your original application in
consideration for the Part Two workshop.
Each day will be comprised of three, 2-hour long
workshops led by industry leaders.

masterclass tutors

Jahra Wasasala
Choreographic Approaches
to Text

Ben Henson
Dramaturgy

Grant Mouldey
Funding Applications and
Budgeting

Julie Nolan
Devising Process

Meg Rollandi
Design

Sarah Foster-Sproull
Choreography

reapplication
You will be asked to resubmit your applications to Red
Leap, informed by what you have discovered during the
hui.
You will have the opportunity to initially submit your
applications to our General Manager, to receive
feedback on wording and budgeting, before the final
submission date.
This process will strengthen your ideas, and your
ability to effectively communicate your project to
funding bodies.
Applications due for feedback
Monday 2 August 2021
Final applications due
Monday 16 August 2021

part two - workshop
September 13 - 24 2021
Monday - Friday
A two-week practical workshop facilitated by Red Leap
Theatre developing four works selected from the hui,
culminating in a work-in-progress showing to friends,
whānau and industry professionals for feedback.
You will be able to develop your work in line with
your application, using the $5,000 budget contributed
by Red Leap.
Two Red Leap company members, including Julie Nolan,
will facilitate the workshop, acting as mentors and
offering feedback throughout the development.
Programmers, venue representatives, and industry
professionals will be invited to the showing, and
encouraged to offer constructive feedback.
Red Leap will provide:
• A $5,000 financial contribution towards your
workshop and work-in-progress showing budget
• The workshop and showing venue
• Feedback and provocations throughout the process
• Production support including budget management
mentorship and organised production meetings

Contact Zoë for more information and to apply
zoe@redleaptheatre.co.nz
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